Do’s and Don’ts of
Multigenerational
Investing
These Do’s and Don’ts offer some
basic guidance for managing
family wealth over multiple
generations. This ranges from
simple wealth management
where next generation knowledge
and involvement may be useful,
to multi-generational families
with substantial family wealth
planning resources and
requirements. Some families may
have already established a formal
family office to administer wealth
management, while others may
be at an earlier stages where
wealth management is still
relatively informal. In this Do’s
and Don’ts we reference family
offices but it also serves earlier
stages of wealth management. As
we note further on, you cannot
know when you will no longer be
able to manage the family wealth
yourself. Laying the groundwork
for a more developed and
sophisticated form of family
wealth management is simply
prudent.

DO:
Do include the next generation
(as soon as feasible).
Devote time and resources to the next
generation’s (NextGen’s) investment and
estate-planning education. This includes
family office structure, decision-making,
governance and wealth planning. Your wealth
will be better stewarded if the younger
generations have a grasp of how multigenerational wealth management operates.

Where there are multiple generations
or more than one family sub-group, do
establish and make time for a family
council. This will ensure each family group
can be represented and offer input.
Open communication is key to ensuring
alignment and keeping disparate family
units committed to the overall family
objectives and strategy. A family council
can also serve to keep multiple branches
cohesive, helping to prevent future
contention. Finally, the council can serve an
educational function in helping to ensure
the NextGen is familiar with best practices
in multi-generational family governance
and wealth management.
Do put into writing the family's values
and objectives to guide investments,
philanthropy and family
governances.
Putting this information in writing is a
forcing mechanism to ensure clarity of
thought and effective family wealth
management. This will foster transparent
communications and can facilitate
discussions on a subject where there is
potential for disagreement.
Do decide and communicate what portion
of the family’s total wealth will be passed
to the next generation versus dedicated
to philanthropic initiatives ahead of
generational transitions.
This will help calibrate expectations ahead
of a transition. It could also serve as a
catalyst for the NextGen to be more
thoughtful about the family’s philanthropic
strategy and practices.
Do ensure that the investment
philosophy of the portfolio is passed
on to the NextGen.
A family’s investment philosophy and program
should be seen as a long-term opportunity to
create wealth, not just to transfer wealth. The
NextGen should recognise the responsibility of
stewarding family wealth with a long-term
investment philosophy and horizon. This
should include an understanding of holistic risk
management, the merits of diversification,
the pitfalls of market timing and the excess
returns that can be derived from illiquid
markets.

DON’T:
Don’t ignore estate planning (or hold off
doing it).
You cannot know when you will no longer
be able to manage the family wealth
yourself. Unless you have a fullydiscretionary family office adviser in place,
you may be leaving your family wealth
without thoughtful direction. It is best to
plan well ahead to avoid a future drift away
from your intentions for the family’s wealth
and help ensure wealth preservation.
Don’t split the investment program.
Investment outcomes tend to be optimised
when the investment program is
constructed and managed in a holistic
manner. This includes where there are
separate pools of wealth for tax and estate
planning reasons. A holistic approach will
provide a number of important benefits,
including: a) increased access to asset
managers (many with minimums that
would preclude investments from smaller
pools), b) fee efficiency (larger pools qualify
for higher break points with asset
managers), c) streamlined and coordinated
decision-making, and d) enhanced ability to
track correlations, skews and overconcentrations that may add unintended
and undesirable risk to the overall
investment program.
Don’t think that the same people who
manage estate planning, taxes, asset
custody or administration will also be the
best at managing your investments.
The different components should be
addressed separately. They require
independent experts given the varying
specialist skills required. Good investment
managers know how to coordinate with
good estate planners, and vice
versa. Delegating all aspects of wealth
management to a single firm could result in
mediocre investment outcomes.
Don’t try to bring the investment program
in-house until you are truly ready.
As a rule of thumb, a family would need to
have investable wealth of at least $2B to
support a professional investment team.
This quantum would allow them to
effectively build and manage a welldiversified, global multi-asset class
portfolio, including alternative asset
strategies. While a hybrid program (a
combination of internal and external skills)
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is a possible alternative, top-tier outsourced
CIOs are generally reluctant to take on
these hybrid mandates. This is due to there
being no clear accountability for investment
outcomes at the total portfolio level.
Don’t just write cheques when engaging
in family philanthropy.
Effective philanthropy requires due
diligence on the charitable organisation and
beneficiaries and active engagement in the
charity. Teaching the NextGen about
philanthropy can help provide effective
future stewardship of philanthropic
initiatives. You should be clear on the
mission(s) you align most closely with and
should have a keen ear for the views of the
NextGen. Be receptive to an open
discussion of their values and preferences
and guide them to support causes to which
the NextGen have a personal commitment.
Ideally, allow for at least a small initial
philanthropic budget for missions and
organisations dear to them.
Paul Dimitruk, Senior Partner
May 2022
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DISCLAIMER
Copyright © 2022, Partners Capital
Investment Group LLP
Within the United Kingdom, this material
has been issued by Partners Capital LLP,
which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority of the United
Kingdom (the “FCA”), and constitutes a
financial promotion for the purposes of the
rules of the Financial Conduct Authority.
Within Hong Kong, this material has been
issued by Partners Capital Asia Limited,
which is licensed by the Securities and
Futures Commission in Hong Kong (the
“SFC”) to provide Types 1 and 4 services to
professional investors only. Within
Singapore, this material has been issued by
Partners Capital Investment Group (Asia)
Pte Ltd, which is regulated by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore as a holder of a
Capital Markets Services licence for Fund
Management under the Securities and
Futures Act and as an exempt financial
adviser. Within France, this material has
been issued by Partners Capital Europe SAS,
which is regulated by the Autorité des
Marchés Financiers (the “AMF”).
For all other locations, this material has
been issued by Partners Capital Investment
Group, LLP which is registered as an
Investment Adviser with the US Securities
and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and
as a commodity trading adviser and
commodity pool operator with the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(“CFTC”) and is a member of the National
Future’s Association (the “NFA”).
This material is being provided to clients,
potential clients and other interested
parties (collectively “clients”) of Partners
Capital LLP, Partners Capital Asia Limited,
Partners Capital Investment Group (Asia)
Pte Ltd, Partners Capital Europe SAS and
Partners Capital Investment Group, LLP (the
“Group”) on the condition that it will not
form a primary basis for any investment
decision by, or on behalf of the clients or
potential clients and that the Group shall
not be a fiduciary or adviser with respect to
recipients on the basis of this material
alone. These materials and any related
documentation provided herewith is given
on a confidential basis. This material is not
intended for public use or distribution. It is
the responsibility of every person reading

this material to satisfy himself or herself as
to the full observance of any laws of any
relevant jurisdiction applicable to such
person, including obtaining any
governmental or other consent which may
be required or observing any other formality
which needs to be observed in such
jurisdiction. The investment concepts
referenced in this material may be
unsuitable for investors depending on their
specific investment objectives and financial
position.
This material is for your private information,
and we are not soliciting any action based
upon it. This report is not an offer to sell or
the solicitation of an offer to buy any
investment. While all the information
prepared in this material is believed to be
accurate, the Group, may have relied on
information obtained from third parties and
makes no warranty as to the completeness
or accuracy of information obtained from
such third parties, nor can it accept
responsibility for errors of such third parties,
appearing in this material. The source for all
figures included in this material is Partners
Capital Investment Group, LLP, unless stated
otherwise. Opinions expressed are our
current opinions as of the date appearing on
this material only. We do not undertake to
update the information discussed in this
material. We and our affiliates, officers,
directors, managing directors, and
employees, including persons involved in
the preparation or issuance of this material
may, from time to time, have long or short
positions in, and buy and sell, the securities,
or derivatives thereof, of any companies or
funds mentioned herein.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that
the information provided to clients is
accurate and up to date, some of the
information may be rendered inaccurate by
changes in applicable laws and regulations.
For example, the levels and bases of
taxation may change at any time. Any
reference to taxation relies upon
information currently in force. Tax
treatment depends upon the individual
circumstances of each client and may be
subject to change in the future. The Group is
not a tax adviser and clients should seek
independent professional advice on all tax
matters.

unregulated collective investment scheme
(a “UCIS”), the communication of this
material is made only to and/or is directed
only at persons who are of a kind to whom a
UCIS may lawfully be promoted by a person
authorised under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (the “FSMA”) by virtue of
Section 238(6) of the FSMA and the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Promotion of Collective Investment
Schemes) (Exemptions) Order 2001
(including other persons who are authorised
under the FSMA, certain persons having
professional experience of participating in
unrecognised collective investment
schemes, high net worth companies, high
net worth unincorporated associations or
partnerships, the trustees of high value
trusts and certified sophisticated investors)
or Section 4.12 of the FCA’s Conduct of
Business Sourcebook (“COBS”) (including
persons who are professional clients or
eligible counterparties for the purposes of
COBS). This material is exempt from the
scheme promotion restriction (in Section
238 of the FSMA) on the communication of
invitations or inducements to participate in
a UCIS on the grounds that it is being issued
to and/or directed at only the types of
person referred to above. Interests in any
UCIS referred to or described in this
material are only available to such persons
and this material must not be relied or acted
upon by any other persons.
Within Hong Kong, where this material
refers to or describes an unauthorised
collective investment schemes (including a
fund) (“CIS”), the communication of this
material is made only to and/or is directed
only at professional investors who are of a
kind to whom an unauthorised CIS may
lawfully be promoted by Partners Capital
Asia Limited under the Hong Kong
applicable laws and regulation to
institutional professional investors as
defined in paragraph (a) to (i) under Part 1
of Schedule to the Securities and Futures
Ordinance (“SFO”) and high net worth
professional investors falling under
paragraph (j) of the definition of
“professional investor” in Part 1 of Schedule
1 to the SFO with the net worth or portfolio
threshold prescribed by Section 3 of the
Securities and Futures (Professional
Investor) Rules (the “Professional
Investors”).

Within the United Kingdom, and where this
material refers to or describes an
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Within Singapore, where this material refers
to or describes an unauthorised collective
investment schemes (including a fund)
(“CIS”), the communication of this material
is made only to and/or is directed only at
persons who are of a kind to whom an
unauthorised CIS may lawfully be promoted
by Partners Capital Investment Group (Asia)
Pte Ltd under the Singapore applicable laws
and regulation (including accredited
investors or institutional investors as
defined in Section 4A of the Securities and
Futures Act).
Within France, where this material refers to
or describes to unregulated or undeclared
collective investment schemes (CIS) or
unregulated or undeclared alternative
Investment Funds (AIF), the communication
of this material is made only to and/or is
directed only at persons who are of a kind
to whom an unregulated or undeclared CIS
or an unregulated or undeclared AIF may
lawfully be promoted by Partners Capital
Europe under the French applicable laws
and regulation, including professional clients
or equivalent, as defined in Article D533-11,
D533-11-1, and D533-13 of the French
Monetary and Financial Code.
Certain aspects of the investment strategies
described in this presentation may from
time to time include commodity interests as
defined under applicable law. Within the
United States of America, pursuant to an
exemption from the US Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC) in connection
with accounts of qualified eligible clients,
this brochure is not required to be, and has
not been filed with the CFTC. The CFTC does
not pass upon the merits of participating in
a trading program or upon the adequacy or
accuracy of commodity trading advisor
disclosure. Consequently, the CFTC has not
reviewed or approved this trading program
or this brochure. In order to qualify as a
certified sophisticated investor a person
must (i) have a certificate in writing or other
legible form signed by an authorised person
to the effect that he is sufficiently
knowledgeable to understand the risks
associated with participating in
unrecognised collective investment schemes
and (ii) have signed, within the last 12
months, a statement in a prescribed form
declaring, amongst other things, that he
qualifies as a sophisticated investor in
relation to such investments.

This material may contain hypothetical or
simulated performance results which have
certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do
not represent actual trading. Also, since the
trades have not actually been executed, the
results may have under- or overcompensated for the impact, if any, of
certain market factors, such as lack of
liquidity. Simulated trading programs in
general are also subject to the fact that they
are designed with the benefit of hindsight.
No representation is being made that any
client will or is likely to achieve profits or
losses similar to those shown. These results
are simulated and may be presented gross
or net of management fees. This material
may include indications of past performance
of investments or asset classes that are
presented gross and net of fees. Gross
performance results are presented before
Partners Capital management and
performance fees, but net of underlying
manager fees. Net performance results
include the deduction of Partners Capital
management and performance fees, and of
underlying manager fees. Partners Capital
fees will vary depending on individual client
fee arrangements. Gross and net returns
assume the reinvestment of dividends,
interest, income and earnings.

opportunities or results or strategies may
differ significantly and materially from those
reflected in or contemplated by such
forward-looking statements. There is no
assurance or guarantee that any such
projections, outlooks or assumptions will
occur.
Certain transactions, including those
involving futures, options, and high yield
securities, give rise to substantial risk and
are not suitable for all investors. The
investments described herein are
speculative, involve significant risk and are
suitable only for investors of substantial net
worth who are willing and have the financial
capacity to purchase a high risk investment
which may not provide any immediate cash
return and may result in the loss of all or a
substantial part of their investment. An
investor should be able to bear the
complete loss in connection with any
investment.
All securities investments risk the loss of
some or all of your capital and certain
investments, including those involving
futures, options, forwards and high yield
securities, give rise to substantial risk and
are not suitable for all investors.

The information contained herein has
neither been reviewed nor approved by the
referenced funds or investment managers.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator
and is no guarantee of future results.
Investment returns will fluctuate with
market conditions and every investment has
the potential for loss as well as profit. The
value of investments may fall as well as rise
and investors may not get back the amount
invested. Forecasts are not a reliable
indicator of future performance.
Certain information presented herein
constitutes “forward-looking statements”
which can be identified by the use of
forward-looking terminology such as “may”,
“will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”,
“project”, “continue” or “believe” or the
negatives thereof or other variations
thereon or comparable terminology. Any
projections, market outlooks or estimates in
this material are forward –looking
statements and are based upon
assumptions Partners Capital believe to be
reasonable. Due to various risks and
uncertainties, actual market events,
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